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Profiting from Real Property with All the Risks and Opportunities
_____________
By Andrew Lieb

Apartment,” and Alicia
negotiator, scrivener and litiMenechino, Esq. addresses
gator. In fact, best in class
the need to respect the judicial
Income producing real estate in legal services can transform a
process for evictions in her
Suffolk County is the backbone of our poor real estate investor into
article, “Self-Help: Vigilante
local economy. We have our weekend the next great American
Justice or Legal Re-Entry?”
warriors who rent out their second tycoon.
Next, Jordan Fensterman, Esq.
In this issue of The Suffolk
homes, merchants who operate and
addresses the unique risks
lease our mixed use downtowns, Lawyer, we not only focus on
inherent with renting medical
REITs, public companies and national Real Property, but also focus
Andrew Lieb
space in his article, “Leasing
brands who manage our industrial on the business of profiting
Medical Office Space in New
parks and shopping centers, hospitals from real property with all of
and their doctors, lawyers, architects its associated risks and blue ocean York.” Then, we are thrilled to have
and accountants who inhabit our pro- opportunities. Regardless of your indi- Jessica Vogele, the number one ranked
vidual legal practice focus, law student in the 2L class at Touro Law
fessional spaces and every
FOCUS ON
knowing the basic pitfalls Center, address the most hot-button
other category of property
REAL
PROPERTY
of real estate ownership is a issue on Long Island today by delving
owners imaginable. Yet,
SPECIAL EDITION
necessary knowledgebase into the zoning of medical marijuana
the business of owning
facilities within her article, “Zoning
and/or managing an income producing for every Suffolk County attorney.
In this edition Dennis Valet, Esq. dis- Ordinances That Ban the Sale of
property is truly a business, and should
not be thought of as a passive invest- cusses the need to preemptively mitigate Medical Marijuana Likely Discriminate
ment afterthought. It’s a business that leasing risks in “Reasons to Involve an Against People With Disabilities.”
requires a lawyer to serve as counselor, Attorney in the Rental of an Accessory Lastly, but perhaps most importantly,

Michael S. Brady, Esq. addresses
inspired capital gains tax deferral strategies, which transform the income producing property owner into a true
income producer, in his article “Bending
Over Backward to Defer Taxes: Reverse
1031 Exchanges.”
In my fourth year as the Special
Section Editor for Real Property, I need
to thank our Editor-in-Chief, Laura Lane,
who has made this all possible. Thank
you to Ms. Lane and to all of our writers.
I hope that you enjoy this edition.
Note: Andrew M. Lieb is the
Managing Attorney at Lieb at Law, P.C.,
a law firm with offices in Center
Moriches and Manhasset. Mr. Lieb is a
past Co-Chair of the Real Property
Committee of the Suffolk Bar Association
and is the Special Section Editor for Real
Property in The Suffolk Lawyer

Reasons to Involve an Attorney in the Rental of an Accessory Apartment
________________
By Dennis C. Valet

landlord of an attached accesThe Fair Housing Act presory apartment is free to disvents discrimination on the
criminate against college stuThere is a strong temptation for basis of race, color, national
dents by way of such landhomeowners to rent out the extra space origin, religion, sex, disabililord’s actions and not tell a
in their home for a few quick bucks on ty and familial status. If your
soul, the same landlord could
the side, but long gone are the days listing states that college stunot publish a listing stating
where being a part time landlord was dents cannot rent your apart“no college students” because
as easy as posting a classified ad in the ment, the apparent effect of
the publication of discriminanewspaper and watching the monthly your words does not appear
Dennis C. Valet
tory words does not fall under
to infringe upon the rights of
rent checks roll in.
With the continuing evolution and any of the enumerated protected class- the Mrs. Murphy exemption.
New York City has recognized disadvancement of tenant protection laws, es and therefore, on its face alone, the
it is critical that a landlord runs the statement does not seem to violate the parate impact claims in its human
rental of their accessory apartment in Fair Housing Act. However, there is a rights law since 1991; however, the
the same way that they would run a strong correlation between age and New York Human Rights Law and the
business. One of the biggest differ- enrollment in college, and accordingly, Suffolk County Human Rights Law do
ences between a professional and familial status. There is no question not officially recognize disparate
someone who dabbles in a field is the that statistically, excluding college stu- impact as a cause of action. With the
thorough understanding and apprecia- dents from the pool of potential tenants Supreme Court’s ruling in Texas
of
Housing
and
would disproportionately Department
tion of the risks their busiFOCUS ON
exclude single adults with- Community Affairs, which upheld the
ness faces. This article
REAL
out children. Therefore, validity of disparate impact claims
PROPERTY
focuses on a few key develSPECIAL EDITION
although your advertise- despite the fact that the Fair Housing
opments in landlord-tenant
law that all mom-and-pop landlords ment does not directly discriminate on Act did not explicitly recognize them,
should be conscious of in order to the basis of familial status, Texas it is increasingly likely that disparate
of
Housing
and impact claims will also be recognized
avoid turning their part-time supple- Department
mental income into a big time hole in Community Affairs transforms your in claims under the New York and
innocent condition on tenancy to an Suffolk County Human Rights Laws.
their pocket.
illegal restriction ripe for a disparate Recognition of disparate impact claims
impact discrimination claim. A Fair outside of the Fair Housing Act matters
Disparate impact discrimination
In June, the Supreme Court of the Housing Act lawsuit permits all the because while there are only seven
United States held in Texas Department damages defendants worry about — protected classes under the Fair
Housing Act, there are 11 under the
of Housing and Community Affairs v. actual, punitive, and attorneys’ fees.
The Mrs. Murphy exemption found New York Human Rights Law and 14
The Inclusive Communities Project,
Inc.1 that disparate impact claims are in section 3603(b)(2) of the Fair under the Suffolk County Human
cognizable under the Fair Housing Act, Housing Act applies to the rental of an Rights Law.
a federal tenant’s rights statute. Before, accessory apartment; however, it is
the Fair Housing Act did not bar con- noted that the exemption only applies Lawful source of income discrimiduct that was neutral on its face, even if to acts of discrimination, but does not nation
Included in the 14 protected classes
the hidden or unintended effect of that extend to a situation where an in-posconduct was discriminatory. Now, land- session landlord publishes (a/k/a states) in Suffolk County are individuals
discriminatory
intentions. deriving their income from governlords are on the hook for the hidden their
Therefore, although an in-possession ment assistance programs.2 The law
consequences of their conduct.

states that it is illegal to discriminate
on the basis of an individual’s lawful
source of income. This makes it illegal
for a landlord to reject a tenant solely
because they derive their income from
Social Security Disability or Housing
Choice Vouchers (a/k/a Section 8)
housing assistance. When combined
with the availability of disparate
impact discrimination claims, the prohibition against discrimination based
upon lawful source of income poses a
potential problem for one of the most
useful questions landlords love to ask
— “Where are you employed and for
how long?”
The Suffolk County Human Rights
Law doesn’t just forbid a landlord
from actively discriminating, it also
forbids a landlord from asking questions about information which would
be protected from discrimination
because the question implies that there
is a limitation on who can rent based
upon the answer provided.3 To illustrate, by asking for employment information, a landlord implies that you
must be employed to rent. On its face,
even if a landlord would only rent to
the employed, the question and
implied restriction is not discriminatory because the unemployed are not a
protected class. Understandably, a
landlord wants a tenant who can pay
rent consistently. However, the question, and the implied restriction, does
have a disparate impact on individuals
who derive their income from a government
assistance
programs.
Individuals receiving Social Security
Disability statistically are unlikely to
be employed. By excluding the unem(Continued on page 26)

